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T he superficial duality of the nature of 
human beings as bodies separate 
from souls, or hearts separate from 

minds, is caused by limitations in 
consciousness. Modern contempo-
rary science is applying the Quan-
tum Field Theory to transcend such 
perceived dualities and gain insight 
into  Oneness .  The  Uni ty  and 
Oneness of Creation has been 
perceived in super-consciousness states by 
Saints and Sages of all ages, in all religions 
and cultures. We are at a critical time where 
we must see the subtle oneness that unites 

Bishop Dr. Kevin Daniels

all of us in Divine love, harmony, and peace. 
For the last 40 years, the SSF-IIIHS has 
promoted the marriage of Science and 

Spirituality. This year’s conference 
assembles  over  60  p ioneers , 
researchers, and leaders in Science 
and Spirit who will share experi-
ences and discoveries, and clear 
the path towards greater awareness 
and a better tomorrow. Our mentor, 

Fr. John Rossner, continues to guide and 
inspire us from the Heavenly realm as we take 
the lead towards this exciting transformation 
into a golden new humanity!



Co-Sponsors

Roster of Confirmed Speakers
Elissa Al-Chokhachy, MA • author of 

Miraculous Moments
Robert Alcorn, MD • holistic psychia-

trist; author of Healing Stories
Eben Alexander, MD • academic neu-

rosurgeon and author of Proof of 
Heaven and The Map of Heaven

Shams Al Habib • contemporary prac-
titioner of traditional healing arts; 
Sufi sacred sound singer

P.M.H. Atwater, PhD • Near-Death-
Experience author and expert

Judy Bachrach • journalist, professor, 
and author of Glimpsing Heaven

Sri Madan Bali, PhD • Yoga master
David Barcos • Spanish NLP thera-

pist and accomplished musician
Fadel Behman, PhD • retired oncology 

researcher; holistic health expert
Roland Bérard • Reiki master and 

certified Hakomi practitioner
Sonal Bhatt, MD • Ayurvedic physi-

cian & Panchkarma specialist
Zacciah Blackburn, PhD • sacred 

sound channel; master sound healer
Dawn Bramadat • Noetic Bodywork 

therapist and guardian of 
HeartRoot Farm

Raquel Cachafeiro Gil, PhD • Span-
ish biological agriculturist, and au-
thor of The Apple Tree Spirit

Rabbi David Cadoch • spiritual 
leader of the Beth HaRambam Syn-
agogue

Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD • 
certified health educator

Anthony Cicoria, MD • orthopaedics 
specialist who developed a sudden 
musical interest and aptitude after 
being struck by lightning

Bishop Kevin Daniels, DMin, EdD • 
Pastor in Baltimore, MD; Social 
Work professor at Morgan State U.

Rev. Tom Doiron • spiritual minister 
and psychic/medium

Helen Folsom, MA • Master of Mu-
sic, children’s author, and 
hypnotherapist

Rev. Irène Gareau • internationally 
renowned medium in the Modern 
Spiritualist Tradition

Amit Goswami, PhD • theoretical 
quantum physicist

Paula Guia • Spanish medium; clair-
voyant; Tarot reader; teacher

Fujiaolian Shadia Habib • Tradi-
tional Chinese Internal Arts & En-
ergy Medicine instructor

Francis Han, PhD • scholar in com-
parative religion

Shaykh Abdul Haqq • Naqshbandi-
Sufi leader and scholar

Joyce Whiteley Hawkes, PhD • bio-
physicist and author of Cell-Level 
Healing and Resonance

R. Craig Hogan, PhD • author of Your 
Eternal Self

Doreya Karim • Building Biology prac-
titioner; BioGeometry instructor

Rev. Barry King, PhD • master spiri-
tual medium and registered spiri-
tual practitioner

Uma Krishnamurthy, MD • re-
searcher in healing, yoga psychol-
ogy, and transformation of emo-
tions

Frances Kucharsky, MA • holistic, 
eclectic, and pragmatic psycho-
therapist

Rev. Mikel Lizarralde • internationally 
recognized Spanish medium and 
founder of IZARPE, an SSF affiliate

Constant A. Madon, PhD • energies 
researcher

Barbara Mainguy, MFA • arts thera-
pist; narrative and energy practi-
tioner

Emily Markides, PhD • sociologist; 
founder of the Int’l Eco-Peace Vil-
lage in her native Cyprus

Kyriacos Markides, PhD • sociology 
professor; prolific and popular au-
thor

Anadi Martel • physicist; researcher 
in therapeutic applications of light 

Brooke Medicine Eagle • Earth wis-
dom teacher and author

Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD • psy-
chologist; author of Coyote Medi-
cine, Coyote Healing, and others

Raymond Moody, MD • psychiatrist 
and NDE pioneer

Adhi Moonien Two-Owls, PhD • sha-
man, artist, educator

Judith K. Moore, PhD • conscious 
trance medium; author of A New 
Formula for Creation, and others

Sean David Morton, PhD • “Amer-
ica’s Prophet”

Mathole Motshekga, LLD • lawyer; ex-
pert in African culture & mysticism

Aurora Murillo Gonzalez • Spanish psy-
®chologist; ThetaHealing  instructor

Hal Myers, PhD • co-founder and 
president of Thought Technology

Karen Newell • co-founder of Sacred 
Acoustics™ brain entrainment

Mayte Padrón • Spanish mystic, 
teacher, and spiritual healer

Rajiv Parti, MD • pain management 
specialist, author, NDE survivor

Paul Perry • documentary filmmaker; 
author of Evidence of the Afterlife

Michael Pyfrom, DC • Bahamian chi-
ropractor and Yoga instructor

Lilly Rahmann, PhD • gemologist & 
Reiki master

Cairo P. Rocha, PhD • Brazilian-born 
doctor of Oriental Medicine

Marilyn Rossner, PhD • SSF founder;  
special-care-counselling prof. (ret.)

Norman Shealy, MD • neurosurgeon 
and pain rehabilitation specialist

Freddy Silva • author, Secrets in the 
Fields; ancient knowledge researcher 

Stephen T. Sinatra, MD • integrative 
cardiologist

Barbara Stone, PhD • psychotherapist 
and author of Invisible Roots

Mary Swaine, PhD • naturopath and 
multi-therapist

Elaine Valdov, PhD • psychothera-
pist, former UN DPI/NGO chair

Sifu Julien Valliquette • Martial�Arts�
and�Chinese�Medicine instructor�

Craig Sim Webb • speaker, trainer, 
author, and Dreams researcher

Selina WhiteEagle Grant • soul 
healer; ceremonial bundle keeper

Venerable Dhyani Ywahoo • author; 
motivational speaker; musician

Desda Zuckerman • gifted healer 
and author of Your Sacred Anatomy

he Int’l Institute of Integral Human Sciences T (IIIHS) is a non-governmental organization affiliated 
with the United Nations Department of Public Informa-
tion, for the promotion of global inter-religious and 
intercultural understanding, and for the convergence of 
science, spirituality, & universal human values.

he Spiritual Science Fellowship of Canada (SSF) is Tan interfaith member unit of the International Council 
of Community Churches, affiliated with the World Council 
of Churches, Geneva, offering spiritual services and educa-
tional programs to persons of all traditions.

UN DPI/NGO The ICCC

IIIHS SSF
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International Conference 1 Schedule

• Opening Ceremonies (½ hr)

• Processional entrance accompanied by bagpipes

• Welcome & Introduction: Prof. Marilyn Rossner, PhD, EdD, Pres., SSF

• Dedication of Conference to Fr. John Rossner, PhD

• Greeting from our United Nations NGO Representative: Elaine Valdov, PhD, UN 
DPI/NGO Exec. Comm. Past Chair and Co-Chair

• Anthony Cicoria, MD: “Getting Comfortable with Near-Death Experiences”
(Lecture: 1½ hrs)
The gift of life is greater than the sum of its parts, and whatever consciousness is, it 
survives death. Pythagoras believed that God created souls as spirit entities whose 
goal is to merge with the Divine ... able to be eternal, transmigrate, and reincarnate.

• Desda Zuckerman: “Meet Your Personal Board of Directors: The Four Aspects 
of the Authentic Self” (Lecture: 1 hr)
Think of the Four Aspects of the Authentic Self as elements of your higher self that 
guide and support your soul’s journey from lifetime to lifetime. Each human impulse 
is steeped in the needs, desires, and interests of one or more of the Four Aspects.

Conference 1

Session 1
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Presiding:
Fadel Behman, PhD Rossners Valdov

• Joyce W. Hawkes, PhD, & Helen Folsom, MA: “Deep Connection for Healing: 
Cell-Level Consciousness” (Lecture: 1 hr)
From your profound well of inner wisdom, tap a new awareness of the potential to 
heal yourself and others. Now dive into greater and greater depths of 
consciousness, where miracles of healing happen.

• Freddy Silva: “The Lost Art of Resurrection” (Lecture: 1½ hrs)
“Those who say they will die first and then rise are in error,” states the once banned 
gnostic Gospel of Philip. Long before Jesus, initiates from Egypt and China to 
Greece and North America practiced a secret mystical ritual, and regarded the 
experience as the pinnacle of spiritual development, a life-altering awakening that 
disclosed insights into the nature of reality and the self. As recently discovered 
beneath an Egyptian pyramid, the experience of resurrection was meant for the 
living. Such initiates were described as “risen from the dead.” So, what is living 
resurrection? What were magi like Jesus and Zoroaster really trying to convey? Why 
did initiates guard its secrets with their lives? Which temples were used for 
initiation? And why would the Church prefer you didn’t know about all this?

• Lilly Rahmann, PhD: “Quantum Medicine and the Human Vibration” (Lecture: 1 hr)
Balance the emotions, reduce pain, and boost the body’s energy through Quantum 
Medicine. This live demonstration shows how easy and effective these healing 
techniques are. Everyone can learn how to reduce pain for themselves and their 
loved ones.
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th12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • VIP Speakers Luncheon celebrating the 40  Annual SSF-
IIIHS International Conference (extra-registration)
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+ PRELUDE : 6:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. • Music with Francine Jarry, vocalist & songwriter who creates very 
special music based on spiritual and universal principles

+POSTLUDE : 10:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. • Craig Sim Webb, dream-inspired songwriter, singer, edutainer, 
and guitarist inspires us with Spirit-Body Heart-Mind Music.

4

Schedule • SSF-IIIHS International Conference 2015

Conference 1

Session 2
9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Moderator:
Madan Bali, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Meditation led by Sri Madan Bali, PhD, Vedanta master teacher 
and scholar, and founder of Yoga Bliss

Cicoria

Zuckerman

OPTION :

Silva

Rahmann

Hawkes
Folsom

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
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SSF-IIIHS International Conference 2015 • Schedule

• Cairo P. Rocha, PhD, OMD: “Bagua: The Feng Shui Energy Map” (Lecture: 1 hr)
Dr. Rocha presents an overview of Bagua as applied to main life aspirations: Health, 
Wealth, Career, Relationships, Creativity, Spirituality, Fame, and Knowledge.

• Judy Bachrach: “Surviving Death: How the Spirit Continues” (Lecture: 1 hr)
What happens when we die? Thanks to CPR and other current forms of resuscitation, a 
growing number of the formerly dead are now among us — many of them with vivid, 
lucid, and detailed memories of consciousness after death. Judy Bachrach discusses 
her recently published book, Glimpsing Heaven, a scientific and spiritual examination of 
the survival of the spirit beyond death. (Follow-up workshop: CW-S4b)

• Anadi Martel: “The Power of Light: The Latest on the Use of Light for Healing 
Body and Mind” (Lecture: 1 hr)
The unique power of Light resides in its dual reality: it is both very material, having 
profound effects on our physical world, and also intimately related to the 
dimensions of spirit and transcendence. Explore current research on light for 
medical and psychotherapeutic applications, as well as future ones. (Follow-up 
workshop: CW-S13b)

• Raymond Moody, MD, PhD: “Frontiers of the Afterfile: What Near-Death 
Experiences Mean for the World” (Lecture: 1 hr)
Can the messages of love that people with NDE’s bring back from the other side 
bind humanity together? Can NDEs serve as reference points for bringing 
contending theologies of the afterlife into harmony? Dr. Moody draws on more than 
fifty years of investigation into transformative spiritual experiences, and explains 
where the world is with after-death research.
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Conference 1

Session 3
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderator:
Elaine Valdov, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Shams Al-Habib, Egyptian Vocalist and Al-Oud player 
who performs classical Middle-Eastern spiritual music

Bachrach

Martel

Rocha

Moody

+

• Amit Goswami, PhD: “Quantum Physics’ Guide to Creativity and Personal 
Growth” — Part 1 of 2 (Lecture: 1 hr)
Quantum physicist Amit Goswami uses recent advances in understanding of 
quantum physics and consciousness to elucidate the nature of creativity and guide 
us in pursuit of personal growth. In his view, all objects of our experience begin as 
quantum possibilities from which consciousness might choose. The question of 
creative living then becomes how best to make choices. It involves the creative 
process, which Goswami explains and teaches. Overcome the barriers to creative 
choice, and align yourself with the evolutionary movement of consciousness. 
(Continued in CW-S3a)

• R. Craig Hogan, PhD: “Afterlife Communication: The Key to World Peace” 
(Lecture: 1 hr)
World peace isn't simply having a world without wars and conflict. A peaceful world 
is a world in which every person lives without fear of war, domestic violence, theft, 
violation of person, starvation, ill health, and death. Only changes in deep-seated 
motivations and viewpoints will allow people to live in love, without fear, caring 
more for others than acquiring for themselves, so they live in peace. The hallmark of 
near-death experiences and afterlife communications is that experiencers become 
more altruistic, less materialistic, more loving, and not fearful of death. If societies 
invested more in finding new afterlife communication methods, refining existing 
methods, and helping people communicate with loved ones in the afterlife, masses 
of people would be changed, societies would be changed, and nations would be 
changed. We would have world peace. (Follow-up workshop: CW-S2b)
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10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. • Personal Messages and Trance Prophecy with 
Marilyn Zwaig Rossner, EdD, PhD (extra-registration)

Conference 1

Session 4
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderator:
Fadel Behman, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Francine Jarry, vocalist & songwriter who 
creates very special music based on spiritual and universal principles

OPTION :

Hogan

Goswami

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn



• Venerable Dhyani Ywahoo: “An Experiential Tour of Our Heart Relationship 
with the Field of Joyful Awareness” (Lecture: 1 hr)
We are gardeners and the universe we live in is nurtured by sweet waters of 
gratitude. This moment is the garden in which tomorrow and yesterday are revealed. 
We give appreciation and sunlight of generosity quickens the seed of one’s intention 
to accomplish. The accomplishments may be particular tasks within a particular 
time period that as seeds planted, flourish and be brought to harvest. When we 
think about planting seeds we understand the garden is swept clear of weeds. The 
ground is nurtured when we examine the nature of our heart-mind, and the seed of 
wisdom within reveals we are never separated from the light from which all 
appearances arise. (Continued in CW-S1b)

• Doreya Karim: “An Introduction to the Egyptian Science of BioGeometry and 
BioSignatures” (Lecture: 1 hr)
BioGeometry uses the subtle energy effects of geometric form, colour, angle, etc., to 
introduce natural balance on all levels of being. The result is a powerful, interactive 
way of creating harmony in living things and spaces. BioSignatures, a special branch 
of BioGeometry, are precisely constructed linear diagrams that have the same 
geometric configurations as specific vital energy patterns within the organs in the 
body. When placed within the peripheral human energy field, a resonant connection 
occurs, harmonizing the corresponding energy function within the internal organ.

• Fujiaolian Shadia Habib & Sifu Julien Valiquette: “Traditional Chinese Internal 
Healing Arts” (Lecture: 1½ hrs)
The body’s innate ability to heal itself can be restored through the ancient Chinese 
art and energy medicine of Qi Gong. By cultivating Qi (The Universal Life Force), 
increasing activity in the body’s energy centres, releasing energy blocks, and 
balancing the yin and yang elements and forces, healing occurs through Qi Gong & 
Tai Chi.

Conference 1

Session 5
9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Moderator:
Mary Swaine, PhD

• Rajiv Parti, MD: “Eternal Truths: Forgive, Love, & Heal” (Lecture: 1 hr)
Spiritually transformative experiences too often are a result of something that 
brings us to our knees. It doesn’t have to be that way. Come with us on a journey 
inside your remarkable being. Learn how to forgive effortlessly, and live a heart-
centered life with ease, grace, and abundance. (Continued in CW-S4c).

• Paul Perry: “Afterlife” (Documentary Film Presentation: 1½ hrs)
By exploring a number of near death experiences and the science and spirituality 
behind the phenomenon, Afterlife attempts to answer humanity’s great question: 
“What happens when we die?” Following the showing, Perry will lead a discussion on 
the spiritual questions presented in the film.

• P.M.H. Atwater, LHD, PhD: “Glimpses of Beyond” (Lecture: 1½ hrs)
This presentation is based on P.M.H. Atwater’s research and new book, Dying to 
Know You: Proof of God in the Near-Death Experience. Participants will share in the 
experiences of adults and children from six countries. Dr. Atwater has spent nearly 
four decades listening and documenting what nearly 4,000 child and adult 
experiencers of near-death states shared — what they saw, heard, felt, and 
suddenly, absolutely knew. It is nothing less than what everyone on the planet seeks 
to have: proof that God exists — beyond description, as a Source, an all-
encompassing Oneness.
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+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Mass & Meditation led by Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr, woman priest 
with the Christian Catholic Church, in Quebec, and concelebrants

+POSTLUDE : 10:30 a.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Special Interfaith Celebration for Fr. John at the gravesite. 
Transportation will be provided. (An on-site luncheon will be available for $20.)

6 C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn

Schedule • SSF-IIIHS International Conference 2015

Conference 1

Session 6
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderator:
Fadel Behman, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr, organist, pianist, and 
composer

Ywahoo

Karim

Perry

Atwater

Parti

Habib
Valiquette
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Conference 1

Session 7
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Presiding:
Rev. M. Rossner, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr, organist, pianist, and 
composer

Rossner

+

a*) P.M.H. Atwater, LHD, PhD: “Markers: How to Recognize Birth Trauma Babies, 
Infants, and Young Children Who May Have Had NDEs” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
What do Abraham Lincoln, Albert Einstein, Black Elk, John Neihardt, Queen 
Elizabeth I, Edward de Vere, Mozart, Winston Churchill, Walter Russell, Valerie 
Hunt, and Edgar Cayce have in common? They may all have had a near-death 
experience when very young that changed the direction of their lives. Near-death 
experiences are real events that happen to real people. They touch all of us 
profoundly. That they also happen to the very young, gives everyone an extra 
heart-tug, and an opportunity to connect with the very heart of mystery.

b*) Venerable Dhyani Ywahoo: “An Experiential Tour of Our Heart Relationship 
with the Field of Joyful Awareness” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Venerable continues her exploration of joyful awareness with a short talk 
influenced by research in the field and experiential meditative exercises. 
(See C1-S5)

c*) Desda Zuckerman: “CoreIndividuation: A New Paradigm for Healing” 
(Workshop: 2 hrs)
CoreIndividuation™ is a new paradigm for healing. Knowledge of Sacred Anatomy 
will inform and expand the medical model. Practical use of subtle anatomy with CI 
skills and techniques will alleviate suffering in the larger community eventually 
touching the human species to awaken and enliven all.

d*) Elaine Valdov, PhD: “Become an International Peace Ambassador!” 
(Workshop: 2 hrs)
Uncover and explore your deeper passions for making change; and create and 
develop programs for realizing your visions. Be part of an extraordinary “Call to 
Action” from Heads of States Worldwide and the United Nations, to come 
together, creating a New Millennium based on compassion and the joint efforts of 
world citizens to build a better world for all.
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College Week

Session 1
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Rajiv Parti, MD
b) Emily Markides, PhD
c) Joyce Hawkes, PhD
d) Sri Madan Bali, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. • Marilyn Rossner, PhD, leads a morning Meditation, followed by 
the International College Orientation, Enquiries, and Information Meeting

Ywahoo

Atwater

• SSF Annual Festival Interfaith Service and Awards (2 hrs)
• Procession of Representatives of World Religions
• Invocation / Call to Worship / Meditation / Conference Summary: 

Rev. Marilyn Rossner, EdD, PhD, Pres., SSF
• Commissioning & Ordination of SSF Interfaith Ministers: 

Rev. Marilyn Rossner, with Dr. Fadel Behman, and Rev. Michael Hiltz

International College Week Schedule

Valdov

Zuckerman

:LUNCH
& LEARN

12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Natural Health & Healing Tips with Lilly Rahmann, PhD, 
and Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD (Lunch not provided)

International Conference 1 ends. International College Week begins Monday, August 17, 2015, at 8:30 a.m.

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d



a*) Mathole Motshekga, LLD: “The Cultural and Religious Traditions of Africa” 
(Workshop: 4 hrs)
African culture and religion are based on the centrality of the Divine Light, which 
is rooted in the Khemetic Maxim, “As Above, So Below.”

b*) R. Craig Hogan, PhD: “Afterlife Communication: The Key to World Peace” 
(Workshop: 4 hrs)
Dr. Hogan continues the theme of “the eternal nature of man” in this follow-up to 
his lecture. (See C1-S4)

c*) Lilly Rahmann, PhD: “Magnesium for Heart & Brain” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Dr. Rahmann is an expert on body detox techniques using natural minerals such 
as magnesium chloride, calcium bentonite, and sodium bicarbonate. How 
important is magnesium to your health? If you have any of the following ailments, 
then you are most likely magnesium deficient: anxiety, arthritis, asthma, blood 
clots, high cholesterol, depression, diabetes, migraine, heart disease, 
hypertension, inflammation, or insomnia. It is never be too late to start taking 
magnesium to help prevent and treat some of these ailments.
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College Week

Session 2
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Cheryl Lam
b) Fadel Behman, PhD
c) Raquel Cachafeiro, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Jacques Gravel, bass trombonist with a flair for the 
experimental and a penchant for acoustic sounds

Hogan

Motshekga

Rahmann

8

Schedule • SSF-IIIHS International Conference 2015

a*) Amit Goswami, PhD: “Quantum Physics’ Guide to Creativity and Personal 
Growth” — Part 2 of 2 (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Dr. Goswami continues his discourse. Discover what quantum physics teaches 
about the fundamental reality of being, the quantum science of experience, and 
the importance of feeling, meaning, and archetypes such as truth and love. (See 
C1-S4)

b*) Stephen T. Sinatra, MD, and Tommy Rosa: “Health Revelations from Heaven 
and Earth” — Part 1 of 2 (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Fifteen years ago, Tommy Rosa, at age 40, died in a hit and run accident. 
Enwrapped in a vibratory tunnel of white light, he met his Divine Teacher in 
Heaven. After a few weeks in a coma, Tommy returned to earth with a heightened 
sense of connection, revealing messages gleaned from God. A “chance” 
encounter with Tommy at a medical meeting changed my life forever. In this 
presentation, Tommy describes his unbelievable round-trip to Heaven, recounting 
the lessons on health that were fully corroborated by my four decades of medical 
expertise, and bringing Heaven and Earth (or the Divine and Science) a little bit 
closer. (Continued in CW-S4a)

c*) Panel: “Life After Death” (2 hrs)
Distinguished panellists taking part in this lively discussion include Dr. Raymond 
Moody, celebrated psychiatrist and NDE expert; Dr. Rajiv Parti, pain-
management specialist and NDE survivor; Paul Perry, documentary filmmaker 
and NDE author; Dr. Marilyn Rossner, retired professor of special care 
counselling and internationally-acclaimed intuitive; Rev. Irène Gareau, Modern 
Spiritualist medium and spiritual healer of international repute; and Dr. Joyce W. 
Hawkes, research cell biologist, biophysicist, and author.
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College Week

Session 3
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Fadel Behman, PhD
b) Cairo Rocha, PhD
c) Raymond Moody, MD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Jacques Gravel, bass trombonist with a flair 
for the experimental and a penchant for acoustic sounds

Sinatra

Goswami

+POSTLUDE : 10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. • Mediumship Demonstration with Spirit Messages 
featuring Rev. Irène Gareau

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d
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SSF-IIIHS International Conference 2015 • Schedule

+

a*) Stephen T. Sinatra, MD, and Tommy Rosa: “Health Revelations from Heaven 
and Earth — Part 2 of 2” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
The presentation continues with a discussion of God’s messages for us: learning 
to let go of fear; having faith; everything is energy; thoughts are powerful; taking 
care of the physical body; physical toxicity on earth; and life’s purpose is living 
through the heart and radiating love. (See CW- S3b)

b*) Mathole Motshekga, LLD: “African Indigenous Knowledge Systems” 
(Workshop: 3 hrs)
The human being has a fragment of the mind of the Mastermind or Universal 
Intellect that is called God. What is called God is unknown and unknowable. Thus 
African sages taught that anyone who wishes to know God must know himself or 
herself because ye are the Gods. This is one facet of the Indigenous Knowledge 
Systems that are embedded in the intangible and tangible cultural heritage of the 
African people.

c*) Rajiv Parti, MD: “Eternal Truths: Forgive, Love, & Heal” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Dr. Parti guides us on the journey that he mapped out in his lecture. (See C1-S6)
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College Week

Session 4
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Helen Folsom, MA
b) Fadel Behman, PhD
c) Raymond Moody, MD

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Meditation led by Busta Akong, co-author, with Dr. Constant 
Madon, of Magical Encounters

Motshekga

Parti

:LUNCH
& LEARN

Sinatra

a*) Joyce W. Hawkes, PhD, & Helen Folsom, MA: “Practical Cell-Level 
Consciousness for Healing” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Enjoy images of the cells that repair, renew, and heal your body, as you practice 
reaching that place of life-giving mystery. Experience new awareness of your 
healing potential. Enhance your vitality and share healing with others. We will 
assist you in finding the doorway to deeper experiences of health and wholeness.

b*) Judy Bachrach: “Surviving Death: How the Spirit Continues” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
In Glimpsing Heaven, Judy Bachrach refers to the present day as “The Age of Lazarus,” 
because of the many cases of successful resuscitation through the miracle of 
modern medicine. Judy presents the fascinating implications of her research into the 
vivid, lucid, and detailed memories of consciousness after death. (See C1-S3)

c*) Raymond Moody, MD: “Shared-Death Experiences: Evidence of an 
Afterlife?” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
The apparent experience of co-living a dying persons conscious process of dying 
shares the same characteristic elements as the near-death experience, and thus 
undermines the classic objection that NDEs are hallucinations caused by 
decreased oxygen flow to the brain. Does this prove an afterlife? Dr. Moody 
reports on cases more amazing than ever before.

d*) Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD: “Embrace the Spirit of Food: Nourish the 
Body, the House of Your Soul” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Embark on a nutritional journey into the colourful, clean, whole and “Slow Food” 
choices that can offer inner peace. How we choose and prepare the foods we eat 
has a powerful impact on the energy we receive from the food. This practical, 
hands-on workshop provides simple solutions for health and harmony.

 Sri Madan Bali, PhD: “A Quantum Journey into Health, Healing, Happiness, 
and Wholeness” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
The Yoga Vedanta master teacher and scholar shares a lifetime of accrued 
expertise on the therapeutic applications of Yoga in healing.
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College Week

Session 5
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Kyriacos Markides, PhD
b) Cairo Rocha, PhD
c) Paul Perry
d) Cheryl Lam

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr,  organist, pianist, and 
composer

Hawkes
Folsom

Bachrach

Moody

Campbell

12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Natural Health & Healing Tips with Lilly Rahmann, PhD, 
and Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD (Lunch not provided)

Bali

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d
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a*) Uma Krishnamurthy, MD: “Yoga Psychology and the Transformation of 
Emotions with Classical Indian Dance” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
The ancient science of Yoga Psychology, and its use in understanding the workings 
of the mind to overcome negative emotions, underlies the therapeutic approach of 
yoga for mental health. Insights from this practice offer an opportunity to develop a 
deeper inner awareness and permit an exploration of the depths of consciousness.

b*) Eben Alexander, MD: “Map of Heaven: Eternity of Souls and Their 
Connections” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
In 2008, Dr. Eben Alexander spent seven days in a coma, and experienced a 
spectacular odyssey to realms beyond our known physical universe — an ultra-
real journey that ran counter to all conventional neuro-scientific views about 
brain, mind, and consciousness. Join Dr. Alexander on an exploration of life and 
consciousness. Learn how spiritually transformative experiences are quite 
common, and how science is waking up to this reality.

c*) Paul Perry: “Dali’s Greatest Secret” (Documentary Film Presentation: 2 hrs)
Dali's Greatest Secret, chronicles surrealist Salvador Dali’s deep fear of death and 
how his painting of a vision at Fatima, Portugal quelled his fear. This untold story 
answers many of the mysteries in his work and personal life. The painting was 
hidden for 30 years beneath a nun’s bed, not to be found until 2005. The film was 
nominated at the Madrid International Film Festival for Best Director and Best 
Documentary Film. A discussion on the spiritual questions presented in the film 
will follow the presentation.
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College Week

Session 6
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Sri Madan Bali, PhD
b) Fadel Behman, PhD
c) Raymond Moody, MD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Francine Jarry, vocalist & songwriter who 
creates very special music based on spiritual and universal principles

Alexander

Krishnamurthy

+POSTLUDE : 10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. • Mediumship Demonstration with Spirit Messages 
featuring Paula Guia

Perry

+

a*) Eben Alexander, MD, and Karen Newell: “Exploring Inner Space: Expanding 
Consciousness Through Sound” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Following the fantastic journey of his near-death experience, Dr. Alexander sought a 
means to return to those realms. Sound provided the crucial engine for traversing 
spiritual dimensions. In fact, sound has been used for millennia to access expanded 
states of consciousness. In this session, Dr. Alexander, working closely with Karen 
Newell, who brings her knowledge of heart awareness, leads participants through a 
guided meditation, using differential frequency sound, to experience liberating their 
consciousness awareness into the potential of infinite mind.

b*) Cairo P. Rocha, PhD, OMD: “Longevity and Traditional Chinese Medicine” 
(Workshop: 3 hrs)
Brazilian-born acupuncturist and doctor of Oriental medicine Cairo Rocha 
discusses the ancient Chinese quest for longevity, free of pain, disease, and 
stress.

c*) Frances Kucharsky, MA: “Guided Afterlife Connections: Healing Grief by 
Reconnecting with Loved Ones” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Psychotherapist Frances Kucharsky shares her experiences of “Guided Afterlife 
Connections,” a twofold process for helping clients resolve grief and traumatic 
memories within a matter of hours. She presents an overview of the technique: its 
benefits and applications; cautions and exclusions; case histories; varieties of 
afterlife connections; and necessary tools and materials.
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12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Yoga: The Secrets of Anti-Aging with Sri Madan Bali, PhD 
(Lunch not provided)

College Week

Session 7
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Fadel Behman, PhD
b) Cheryl Lam
c) Elissa Al-Chokhachy

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Meditation led by Rev. Mikel Lizarralde, Spanish medium, 
clairvoyant, and Tarot reader

Kucharsky

:LUNCH
& LEARN

Alexander
Newell

Rocha

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d
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a*) Rabbi David Cadoch, PhD: “Spirituality and Morality” (Lecture: 2 hrs)
Rabbi and spiritual leader David Cadoch counsels, teaches and serves the needs 
of Cote Saint-Luc community members who attend services and Torah classes. 
Rabbi Cadoch regularly teaches Bible classes, Talmud, and Law to young 
professionals. In this presentation, he discusses the contribution of Judaism to 
the world of mankind and the essence of the spiritual message from Israel. He 
focusses on the fundamental teaching that spirituality goes hand in hand with 
morality.

 Shaykh Abdul Haqq: “Mysticism and Healing” (Lecture: 2 hrs)
Experience ancient techniques and practices to awaken truth, with the 
Naqshbandi-Sufi leader and scholar.

b*) Elissa Al-Chokhachy, MA: “Bringing Peace & Hope to Our World” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
The path to peace can be found through forgiveness. Explore the wisdom of the 
sages. Learn about various ways to achieve peace, healing, and transformation, 
through the practice and art of forgiveness. Peace is possible. You can be the 
change you want to see in the world.

c*) Craig Sim Webb: “Applied Dreaming™” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Craig Sim Webb is a professional speaker/trainer on Applied Dreaming, practical 
psychology, conflict resolution, biofeedback, and optimal mind-body wellness. In 
this workshop, Craig shows you how to tap dreams for healing, problem solving, 
creativity, and peak performance.

d*) Paula Guia: “Awaken and Develop Your Spiritual Gifts” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Spanish-Canadian medium, clairvoyant, Tarot reader, and teacher helps you 
recognize your Divine essence, and awaken long forgotten abilities.
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College Week

Session 8
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Marilyn Rossner, PhD
b) Roland Bérard
c) Sri Madan Bali, PhD
d) Rev. Mikel Lizarralde

+ PRELUDE :

Cadoch

Haqq

Al-Chokhachy

Webb

1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Shams Al-Habib, Egyptian Vocalist and Al-Oud player 
who performs classical Middle-Eastern spiritual music

Guia

a*) Norman Shealy, MD: “Are You Ready to Double Your Lifespan?” 
(Lecture via Skype: 2 hrs)
The average lifespan, 115 years ago, was just over 50, but if you lived to age 20, 
average lifespan increased to 70. Today, the average lifespan is 78, but if you have 
healthy habits it’s 100. Technology increasingly suggests the possibility of living 
150 years. Here is the technology. Are you ready?

b*) Barbara Stone, PhD: “Becoming Present to Yourself” (Lecture: 2 hrs)
Measure the aura with dowsing rods to check for balance on the three vectors of 
the human energy field: up-down, front-back, or left-right. See what happens to 
the energy field with the emotions of fear and love. This method includes a chart 
of simple self-help corrections for centering each energy field vector, in order to 
truly become present to oneself. That’s where the magic happens!

c*) Hal Myers, PhD: “Biofeedback & Neurofeedback to Enhance Mental and 
Physical Health and Self Control” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
This workshop will introduce you to biofeedback and neurofeedback: its history, 
instrumentation, and clinical and self-help applications. Included will be a 
demonstration with audience members connected to the equipment.
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College Week

Session 9
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Joyce W. Hawkes, PhD
b) Robert W. Alcorn, MD
c) Fadel Behman, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert of Sufi Music with Shams Al Habib, Egyptian 
Vocalist and Al-Oud player

Stone

Shealy

+POSTLUDE : 10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. • Mediumship Demonstration with Spirit Messages 
featuring Marilyn Zwaig Rossner, EdD, PhD

Myers

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d
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+

a*) Robert W. Alcorn, MD, & Barbara Stone, PhD: “Wizards, Muggles, & More” (3 hrs)
Discover a method of ascertaining a person’s Soul Composition, to find and 
connect with the values of the realm from which they came. Surprisingly, some 
people have a percentage of angelic or Divine energy in their makeup. Others 
have an elemental component to their souls and are like wizards. The wisdom 
from knowing one’s Soul Composition can then be anchored into the present life, 
as a guide to complete the mission the soul has set for itself in this incarnation.

b*) Mayte Padrón: “The Power of the Word” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
There is a language beyond language that betrays our subconscious. When we 
learn to truly listen to ourselves, we open a very powerful inner door towards the 
Creator. Our words are the passwords that open this door. By learning how to use 
them, you can change the course of your life.

c*) Rev. Tom Doiron: “Demystifying Intuitive Development and Spirit 
Communication” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Discover the metaphysical world. Develop a better understanding of the roles of 
spirit guides and guardian angels, remove all fears and misconceptions, and learn 
how simple it is to walk between the world of spirit and our own. Advance to the 
next level, and beyond.

d*) Judith K. Moore, PhD: “The Principles of Peace” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
How do we attain a state of peace while honouring our emotions and living in a 
world of chaos and transformation? Explore the dynamics of peace and learn energy 
clearing skills that can help resolve conflict. Open up to a new way of living.
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College Week

Session 10
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Barbara Stone, PhD
b) David Barcos
c) Rev. Mikel Lizarralde
d) Judith K. Moore, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Meditation with Music led by Busta Akong, co-author, with 
Dr. Constant Madon, of Magical Encounters

:LUNCH
& LEARN

Doiron

Stone

Padrón

Alcorn

12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Natural Health & Healing Tips with Lilly Rahmann, PhD, 
and Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD (Lunch not provided)

a*) Emily Markides, PhD: “Permaculture as an Integrated Design System in 
Creating Ecovillages and Ecocities” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Permaculture is an “ethical” form of integrated design that ensures the survival of 
people and their environment by bringing together organic gardening, architecture, 
ecology, landscape, agroforestry, green economics, and social networks.

b*) Craig Sim Webb: “Sacred Chants and Wisdom Tales from Around the World” 
(Workshop: 3 hrs)
Craig enlightens and entertains with a heart, mind, and soul musical adventure. “I 
have seen first hand how he can take very complex levels of information and distill them in an 
age, gender, socio-emotional and consciously appropriate manner, and deliver the goods with 
panache to his enthusiastic audiences.” — Maria del Rey

c*) Lilly Rahmann, PhD: “Crystals Skulls: The Mysteries Revealed” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
In this workshop, Lilly, who loves crystal skulls, helps to demystify them. Each 
skull is a record keeper, and with time and technique, some of its secrets can be 
revealed. Learn how to connect with your crystal skull in order to access its 
secrets or store your own information. Come early! Doors close at 2:00 p.m.

d*) Raquel Cachafeiro Gil, PhD: “The Secret Life of Trees” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Get the backstory on trees: how plants create flowers with “operative wisdom” 
and active will; trees longing to meet real human beings; how the apple tree is still 
waiting to celebrate the creation of a healthy nourishing apple; tree truth, tree 
evolution, trees’ surprising possibility for helping humanity overcoming eco-crisis; 
and how trees celebrate Christmas.
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College Week

Session 11
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Kyriacos Markides, PhD
b) David Barcos
c) Cheryl Lam
d) Susan Campbell, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Jacques Gravel, bass trombonist with a flair for the 
experimental and a penchant for acoustic sounds

+ OPTION : 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Benefit Psychic & Spirit Tea — Mini-readings with gifted SSF & 
Visiting Intuitives (extra registration)

Moore

Rahmann

Webb

Markides

Cachafeiro

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d
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+

a*) Kyriacos Markides, PhD: “The Emerging Holistic and Spiritual Vision of 
Reality” (Lecture: 2 hrs)

thDr. Markides discusses the historical, scientific, and social forces during the 20  
stand 21  centuries that opened the way for a more integrated, holistic, and 

spiritual understanding of reality.

b*) Rev. Irène Gareau: “Modern Spiritualist Techniques for Developing 
Mediumship” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
An internationally-known medium in the Modern Spiritualist Tradition, Rev. Irène 
Gareau is a spiritual healer and teacher of the beneficial effects and applications 
of personal psychic and spiritual development.

c*) Roland Bérard: “Energy and Consciousness: An Inspiring Body/Mind Journey 
to Your Core Self” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Journey to well-being and the full expression of your Core Self. Energy work balances 
your energy field and allows the energy to nourish your body and spirit more freely. 
Conscious Awakening helps you discover and transform limiting beliefs that get in 
the way of fully being yourself. The Body/Mind Connection, with an experiential 
approach to body armouring, adds an effective doorway in to the unconscious.

d*) Shams Al Habib: “Expand Your Heart with Rumi’s Ways of Love ” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Rumi’s Ways of Love Sufi Teachings are focussed on developing intuition, a direct 
connection with Divine, enriching your life with unconditional love, sound healing 
meditations, and Baraka Divine Healing Energy methods.
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College Week

Session 12
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Fadel Behman, PhD
b) Marilyn Rossner, PhD
c) Susan Campbell, PhD
d) Cheryl Lam

+ PRELUDE :

Bérard

Gareau

Markides

a*) Sifu Julien Valiquette & Fujiaolian Shadia Habib: “Ancient Chinese Methods 
of Cultivating Qi” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Nei Gong, Qi Gong, and Tai Chi are the ancient Chinese methods of cultivating 
Chi (the universal life force) resolving energy blockages, healing the body, slowing 
down the aging process, restoring vitality, and ultimately leading to spiritual 
development. Participants learn basic techniques.

b*) Anadi Martel: “The Power of Light: The Latest on the Use of Light for 
Healing Body and Mind” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Anadi Martel, president of the International Light Association (a collective of 
professionals and researchers involved in the exploration of the therapeutic 
applications of light), continues his presentation on light medicine. (See C1-S3)

c*) Rev. Mikel Lizarralde: “Mediumship, Channelling, & Trance” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Enter the realm of spiritual wonder. Rid yourself of fear, insecurity, and old beliefs. 
Understand how brain waves work, and how they can be manipulated. With 
proper training, purposeful meditation, and high level exercises, you can build the 
strong foundation necessary to communicate with the world of spirit.

d*) Michael Pyfrom, DC: “Being in Alignment” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Being in Alignment means cultivating an awareness of how we think, feel, believe, 
and perceive, and living life “on purpose.” The true essence of our physical bodies 
is to express Divine loving service to humanity. The more we live in alignment, the 
greater our ability to express our Divinity.
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College Week

Session 13
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Valiquette & Habib
b) Sri Madan Bali, PhD
c) Paula Guia
d) Michael Pyfrom, DC

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Meditation led by Paula Guia, Spanish-Canadian medium, 
clairvoyant, Tarot reader, and teacher

+

Al Habib

Lizarralde

Martel

Markides

7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Craig Sim Webb, dream-inspired songwriter, 
singer, edutainer, and guitarist

10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. • Mediumship Demonstration with Spirit Messages 
featuring Rev. Mikel LizarraldePOSTLUDE :

Habib

Valiquette

:LUNCH
& LEARN

12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Natural Health & Healing Tips with Lilly Rahmann, PhD, 
and Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD (Lunch not provided)

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d

Pyfrom
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College Week

Session 14
2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Moderator:
Fadel Behman, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Shams Al-Habib, Egyptian Vocalist and Al-Oud player 
who performs classical Middle-Eastern spiritual music

Behman

• Fadel Behman, PhD: “Harmony and Resonance in the New Humanity” (Plenary 
Session: 1½ hrs)
The new humanity seeks a new life that understands and embraces the rich multi-
dimensionality of inner and outer life. This new life could be achieved by finding the 
harmony and resonance between the four avenues of human perception and 
experience: Spirit, Body, Heart, and Mind. Both Science and Spirituality are essential 
for the new humanity to fulfill human potential. The most recent scientific discovery 
came from particle physics research, in July 2012, that confirms the Higgs-Particle, 
also called the God-Particle, created in the Higgs-Field, or what is known as the 
Vacuum or Space or Quantum-Field that fills the cosmos. Modern Spiritualty calls 
this Quantum-Field the Omnipresence of the Divine Oneness — the source of the 
implicit Connections of All That Is. The Spirit is the Divine Spark that animates and 
gives life to the Body, Heart, and Mind. For the whole person, they perform 
simultaneously and coherently together for the good of the new human and 
relationship with the All.
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College Week

Session 15
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Presiding:
Marilyn Rossner, PhD

Rossner

• International College Graduation Ceremonies & Reception (1 hr)
— with refreshments and music

All college participants are urged to attend this opportunity to socialize. 
Come and enjoy!

International College Week ends. International Conference 2 begins Friday, August 21, 2015, at 7:30 p.m.

The SSF-IIIHS Curriculum of Studies includes the 
following four areas:

Area I
Personal, Spiritual, & Psychic Development

Prof. Marilyn Rossner, PhD, EdD, and others

Area II
World Religions & Transformative Experiences

Fr. John Rossner, PhD, DLitt
Prof. Kyriakos Markides, PhD, and others

Area III
New Paradigms in Science, Spirituality, & Healing

Dr. Fadel Behman, PhD, MSc, and others

Area IV
Pastoral Studies & Therapeutic Counselling

Prof. Marilyn Rossner, PhD, EdD
Prof. Maria Gomori, PhD, MSW, and others

For more information, send for a free catalogue, or 
visit the IIIHS website at www.iiihs.org

Private Benefit Readings with visiting SSF Intuitives, 
will be available at lunch and dinner periods, 
throughout the ten-day event. These readings are 
provided for spiritual education and recreation. Guest 
intuitives volunteer their services as a benefit activity 
for the SSF, a registered charity. Please make 
appointments in advance, at the conference desk.

All of the speakers listed here are confirmed at this 
time. However, should anyone be unable to attend (for 
any reason), the committee will provide substitute 
speakers and/or topics.

The views of each speaker are personal and do not 
necessarily reflect those of other speakers, or of the 
sponsoring organizations.

The SSF-IIIHS, co-sponsoring organizations, confer-
ence committee members, organizers, and hosts, have 
freely volunteered their time and given the best of 
their abilities to provide you with an unforgettable 
learning experience. We hope that you enjoy it!

INT’L COLLEGE CURRICULUM NOTES

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d
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International Conference 2 Schedule

Conference 2

Session 1
7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Adhi Moonien, PhD
b) Fadel Behman, PhD
c) Marilyn Rossner, PhD
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+ PRELUDE : 7:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. • Buffalo Woman Really Does Come Singing in this musical 
presentation from Brooke Medicine Eagle, singer/songwriter and visionary

Medicine Eagle

Daniels

Opening Ceremonies (½ hr)

• Welcome & Introduction: Prof. Marilyn Rossner, PhD, EdD, Pres., SSF

a*) Brooke Medicine Eagle: “Walking the Path with Heart” (Presentation: 2 hrs)
Brooke shares profound teachings from her native FlowerSong & Dawn Star 
lineage about the primacy of the heart and love in our awakening to the Golden 
Age. More than simple emotion, it is a rich and full pathway to a good and 
blessed life in which we offer our highest gifts, manifest our dreams, and serve 
our world. Come ready to learn, share, chant, and dance in sacred circle.

b*) Bishop Kevin Daniels, DMin: “Moving from Healing to Wholeness” (Lecture: 2 hrs)
The charismatic Episcopal Pastor and Professor of Social Work presents his 
favourite topic.

c*) Sean David Morton, PhD: “Quantum Enlightenment Dynamics (Q.E.D.)” — 
Part 1 of 2 (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Embark on a magical mystery tour of your own potential as a human being. QED 
will give you the skills you need to access the Quantum Field’s Information Wave, to 
be able to lay hands upon others, travel back in time, and manifest past lives to 
repair karmic, emotional, and physical damage. See into the body, and return it to 
health, balance, and wellness. Learn how your biography becomes your biology, and 
then watch it shift and change before your eyes! Be prepared to experience Shakti-
Pat and Vajra-Yana. Warning: Wear loose clothing! (Continued in C2-S3b)

Morton

+
a*) Zacciah Blackburn, PhD: “The Three Hearts” — Part 1 of 2 (Workshop: 3 hrs)

Zacciah offers The Three Hearts and other sacred practices, incorporating both 
cognitive understanding and visceral immersion into Life’s Greater Mysteries. The 
Three Hearts is designed to bring us into harmony with the fundamental rhythms of 
life. Coupling such practices with Zacciah’s unique voice and sound transmissions 
enhances one’s experience and ability to perceive greater realities. Please come 
prepared to enter a higher dimensional awareness. (Continued in C2-S4d)

b*) Barbara Mainguy, MFA, & Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD: “Remapping Your Mind: 
The Art and Neuroscience of Self-Transformation” — Part 1 of 2 (3 hrs)
Who are the characters who live within our minds? We postulate that they are 
avatars who live autonomously within us. Some may be external entities, and 
could possibly torment those who would describe them as demons or other 
maleficent beings. We present dialogic methods for engaging each of our avatars 
on an equal basis, forming coalitions with those who serve our highest good, and 
mitigating the strength of those who tear us down. (Continued in C2-S6b)

c*) Aurora Murillo Gonzalez: “ThetaHealing: Using the Quantum Field & 
Unconditional Love to Heal” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
ThetaHealing is the practice of techniques that allow you to change life patterns 
held in place by core, genetic, historic, and soul beliefs, either self-inflicted or 
externally imposed.
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Session 2
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Zacciah Blackburn, PhD
b) Barbara Mainguy, MFA
c) Raquel Cachafeiro, PhD

+ PRELUDE :

+ :LUNCH
& LEARN

8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • Meditation led by Busta Akong, co-author, with Dr. Constant 
Madon, of Magical Encounters

12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. • Tarot Talk with Jean-Marc Quesnel, LM 
(Lunch not provided)

10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. • Psychic and Spirit Demonstration featuring 
Rev. Mikel Lizarralde, Paula Guia, Rev. Marilyn Rossner, and Rev. Barry KingPOSTLUDE :

Blackburn

Mainguy

Murillo

Madrona

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d



a*) Brooke Medicine Eagle: “White Buffalo Woman’s Way of Oneness” (4 hrs)
This holy woman brought the message of wholeness to native people long ago. 
Cutting edge physics and sciences now confirm her principles, and honour the 
power of the unified field. Shamans understand the power of the primary 
feminine (the ability to move beyond the physical, to dissolve, to flow, to expand, 
to come into good relationship with), an ability which opens untold realms of 
possibility for healing and greater unity. In this crucial time, these understandings 
may make an important difference for you and for your work.

b*) Sean David Morton, PhD: “Quantum Enlightenment Dynamics (Q.E.D.)” — 
Part 2 of 2 (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Journey on to the next leg of Dr. Morton’s QED magical mystery tour. (See C2-S1c)

c*) Dawn Bramadat: “Earth Cycles, Life Cycles” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Ancient cultures did not look only to the heavens to scry their destinies: the 
Medicine Wheel of the indigenous peoples of Turtle Island and the oriental 5 
Element Cycle use the Earth and her phases to diagnose, heal, and predict the 
unfolding of events in any living system, including the human life and body. Learn 
the foundational principles of these startlingly accurate traditional teachings so 
that you may apply them to your life and circle of influence.

d*) Adhi Moonien Two-Owls, PhD: “Opening the Third Eye” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Over the centuries, there have been many attempts by oppressive forces such as 
the Catholic Church to “band” the third eye and control populations for greed and 
gain. This workshop focusses on correcting the hurt many people have experienced. 
Opening the third eye has physical as well as spiritual implications, and these will be 
thoroughly discussed. Participants will experience the opening of their own third 
eye, and learn the technique so that they can perform it for others.
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Session 3
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) S. WhiteEagle Grant
b) Fadel Behman, PhD
c) Judith K. Moore, PhD
d) Adhi Moonien, PhD

+ PRELUDE :

a*) David Barcos: “Uniting Body, Mind, Heart, & Spirit with NLP” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Neuro-Linguistic Programming is a well-known transformational tool that helps 
people change very quickly. Spanish NLP therapist David Barcos demonstrates 
NLP techniques for dissolving fear, removing blocks, eliminating stress and 
anxiety, and restoring the true peace within.

b*) Mary Swaine, PhD: “Body Wisdom” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Our bodies are the only part of us that can access the Quantum Field. Higher 
Mind & Heart help us access and use the body’s physical, emotional, mental, 
inter-dimensional, soul, and cosmic awareness to heal & evolve beyond the level 
of suffering, and even beyond the level of spiritual awareness. Once we know how 
to work with the body’s wisdom and understand the multi-level messages it gives 
via sensations and dis-ease, we can use body wisdom to heal and evolve.

c*) Judith K. Moore, PhD: “Restoring the Living Hologram through Past Life 
Clearing” (Workshop: 2 hrs)
The soul travels through many lifetimes experiencing spiritual revelations and 
extreme trauma. When a person experiences extreme trauma in a past life, the 
distortion in the holographic field of reality replicates causing a cycle of repeated 
trauma and suffering. This workshop offers practical information for healers on 
how to access the mirror of the soul for healing and emergence of the new human 
blueprint. Earth is birthing a new world of peace, the veil is very thin; now healing 
is possible as never before.

d*) Zacciah Blackburn, PhD: “The Three Hearts” — Part 2 of 2 (Workshop: 2 hrs)
Zacciah continues his facilitation of higher dimensional awareness via his unique 
voice and sound transmissions. (See C2-S2a)
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Session 4
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Susan Campbell, PhD
b) Roland Bérard
c) Cheryl Lam
d) Zacciah Blackburn, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Nathalie Gauthier, artist, mystic, shaman, 
singer, songwriter, and performer whose professional career spans 30 years

16
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1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Jacques Gravel, bass trombonist with a flair for the 
experimental and a penchant for acoustic sounds

Medicine Eagle

Morton

Bramadat

Two-Owls

Barcos

Swaine

Moore

Blackburn

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
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a*) Rev. Barry King, PhD: “The Intuitive Spiritual Counsellor: Connecting to the 
Divine Presence” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Explore how Ancient Spiritual Arts, such as prayfulness, meditation, energy work, 
and visioning, can amplify the effectiveness of modern counselling processes. 
Discover the power of the Mind-Soul Connection and the integration of an 
awareness of the Divine Presence and Purpose into spiritual counselling processes.

b*) Constant A. Madon, PhD: “Connections Between the Visible and Invisible: A 
Dynamic System” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Our visible and invisible connections are in a constant state of flux. A slight 
dysfunction can affect the entire person. Learn to identify and define changes 
and decide if these changes are affecting well being in a positively or negatively.

c*) Adhi Moonien Two-Owls, PhD: “A Better World Through Deliberate 
Dreaming” (Workshop: 3 hrs)
Dreaming with intention is the tool shamans use to change the archetypal dream, 
in order to transform or transmute dis-ease. This is practised worldwide as a form 
of medicine and emotional healing. Workshop participants will be taught several 
dreaming modification techniques. Please bring a rattle and/or drum.
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Session 5
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Rev. Mikel Lizarralde
b) Mary Swaine, PhD
c) Adhi Moonien, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. • A Spiritual Celebration with Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr, and 
concelebrants

a*) Sonal Bhatt, MD (Ayurveda): “Understanding Your Body-Mind Personality from 
the Ayurvedic Perspective” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Ayurveda, an ancient medical science, is rooted in The Vedas. The term Prakruti 
refers to  an individual’s nature, determined by the three Doshas and Gunas. It 
plays a vital role in pinpointing an individual’s ideal lifestyle. Discover your body-
mind personality from the balance and composition of your Tridoshas and Trigunas.

b*) Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD, & Barbara Mainguy, MFA: “Remapping Your Mind: 
The Art and Neuroscience of Self-Transformation” — Part 2 of 2 (4 hrs)
Dr. Lewis Mehl-Madrona and Barbara Mainguy complete their “Remapping” 
presentation. (See C2-S2b)

c*) Francis Han, PhD: “The Fall of Man” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Dr. Han, scholar in comparative religions, notes that the state of man has not 
improved since the expulsion from the garden of Eden, when “awareness” was 
traded for “knowledge.” It’s time to abandon greed, envy, anger and war, and 
regain the state of Grace through a reawakening of awareness.

d*) Selina WhiteEagle Grant: “Living in Oneness with Your Spirit, the New Earth, 
and All That Is” (Workshop: 4 hrs)
Selina carries Sacred Codes and Keys to unblock and clear our DNA soul 
pathways back to Source Creator. Awakened by the Ancient Ones, she has come 
to restore the ancient medicine ways of the Divine Feminine Lodges and sacred 
temples of Earth and Cosmic Creation.
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Session 6
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Moderators:
a) Susan Campbell, PhD
b) Barbara Mainguy, MA
c) Francis Han, PhD
d) Adhi Moonien, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. • Music with Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr,  organist, pianist, and 
composer

Two-Owls

Madon

King

Han

Mehl-Madrona

Grant

Mainguy

Bhatt
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Session 7
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Presiding:
Marilyn Rossner, PhD

+ PRELUDE : 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. • Mini-Concert with Sr. Leona Hartman, OTr,  organist, pianist, 
and composer

MarkidesRossners

thA Festival Celebration of The Spirit Concluding the 40  Annual SSF-IIIHS 
International Conference (2 hrs)

• Rejoice and enjoy a Festival Celebration of the Spirit, with a brief reflection on the 
Conference and the ten-day event from Dr. Fadel Behman

• SSF Post-Conference All Message Service, sharing personal messages, with 
Dr. Marilyn Rossner, and visiting message bearers

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn
*Simultaneous presentations: Select a or b or c or d



Author of Proof of Heaven: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into 
the Afterlife, documenting his 2008 near-death-
experience, and the insights it fostered; Chairman 
of Eternea, a non-profit organization furthering the 
awareness of eternal existence
www.ebenalexander.com
CW-S6b; CW-S7a

Speakers Directory

Hospice nurse, thanatologist, health care counsel-
lor, author of four books to help with loss and grief, 
including Miraculous Moments: True Stories Affirming 
That Life Goes On and Our Children Live On: Miraculous 
Moments for the Bereaved
www.miraculousmoments.com
CW-S8b

Elissa Al-Chokhachy, MA, RN, FT

An original NDE researcher & author of ten books, 
including Near-Death Experiences: The Rest of the Story 
and Children of the Fifth World: A Guide to the Coming 
Changes in Human Consciousness
www.pmhatwater.com
C1-S6; CW-S1a

P.M.H. Atwater, LHD, PhD (Hon.)

Master teacher and scholar in the Vedanta tradition 
of India; expert in the therapeutic applications of 
yoga in healing; pioneer in scientific research on 
yoga as a therapy
www.yogabliss.ca
C1-S2 (Prelude); CW-S5d; CW- S7 (LL)

Sri Madan Bali, PhD

Insightful retired medical researcher in oncology, 
working in consciousness studies, psychic research, 
and holistic Cranio-Sacral technique for energetic 
wellness
www.4energies.org
CW-S14; C2-S7

Fadel Behman, PhD, MSc

Ayurvedic physician (graduate of India’s Jamnagar 
Ayurvedic University); registered nutritional consul-
tant from CSNN, Toronto; Ayurvedic consultant and 
Panchkarma specialist
www.ayurvedafortotalhealth.com
C2-S6a

Sonal Bhatt, MD (Ayurveda)

Investigative journalist; contributing editor at Vanity 
Fair; professor of journalism at John Cabot Univer-
sity in Rome, Italy; author of Glimpsing Heaven: The 
Stories and Science of Life After Death
www.judybachrach.com
C1-S3; CW-S5b

Judy Bachrach

Spanish NLP therapist and musician with more than 
20 years experience working with individuals as well 
as with renowned international corporations
davidbarcos.com
C2-S4a

David Barcos

Reiki master teacher; graduate of the Barbara 
Brennan School of Healing basic and advanced 
training; certified Hakomi therapist/trainer; Core 
Energetics practitioner; holds an advanced certifi-
cate in EFT
www.rolandberard.com
CW-S12c

Roland Bérard

Gifted intuitive, teacher, sacred sound channel, and 
master sound healer; director of the Center of Light 
Institute of Sound Healing and Shamanic Studies; 
co-founder/director, World Sound Healing Network, 
and the All One Now Network; trained in classical 
healing and shamanic traditions
thecenteroflight.net • www.sunreed.com
C2-S2a; C2-S4d

Zacciah Blackburn, PhD

Eben Alexander III, MD

Robert W. Alcorn, MD
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Contemporary practitioner of traditional healing 
arts; Cairo native; blends Sufi principles with Pranic 
Energy Healing, Rokia, Reiki, and Feng Shui in what 
she calls “Baraka”; accomplished musician in the 
field of classical Middle-Eastern spiritual music
www.barakahealing.com
C1-S3 (Prelude); CW-S8 (Prelude) CW-S9 (Prelude); 
CW-S12d; CW-S14 (Prelude);

Shams Al Habib

Ohio psychiatrist; author of Healing Stories; Medical 
Director of Alternative Paths, Inc., a community 
mental health centre; incorporates hands-on subtle 
energy treatments and shamanic interventions, in-
cluding soul retrieval, divination, and removal of 
intruding earthbound spirits and other entities
www.dralcorn.us
CW-S10a
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Certified Traditional Martial & Internal Arts & Energy 
Medicine instructor; certified Chinese Naturopath; 
certified in Tui Na Chinese Medical Massage; 
Craniosacral Therapy instructor; homeopath; and 
Reiki Master
www.sshsatori.com
C1-S5; CW-S13a

Spanish plant-morphology expert with a diploma in 
organic gardening from Emerson College; author of 
The Apple Tree Spirit and The Christmas Pixie, along with 
many other works in Spanish
raquelcachafeiro.com
CW-S11d

Educational psychologist; certified L.E.A.N. health 
educator and coach with 30+ years’ experience 
working with individuals and families; the focus of 
her research and work is the link between nutrition, 
health, and behaviour
www.leanhealthbydesign.com
CW-S1 (LL); CW-S4 (LL); CW-S5d; CW-S10 (LL); 
CW-S13 (LL)

Susan Campbell-Fournel, PhD, MEd

Pastor of St. Martin Church of Christ, Baltimore, 
MD; Social Work professor at Morgan State Univer-
sity; focusses on “Moving from Healing to Whole-
ness”
www.stmartinscoc.org
C2-S1b

Bishop Kevin Daniels, DMin, EdD

Speakers Directory

Spiritual leader of the Beth HaRambam Synagogue 
and Donald Berman Maimonides Geriatric Hospital; 
originally from Rabat, Morocco; presently complet-
ing a professional certification in Clinical Pastoral 
Education
 
CW-S8a

Rabbi David Cadoch

Orthopaedics specialist at Chenango Memorial Hos-
pital, Norwich, NY, who developed a sudden musical 
interest and aptitude after being struck by lightning; 
composing and playing piano are now intrinsic 
parts of his life
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Cicoria
C1-S1

Anthony Cicoria, MD

Master of Music; spent 28 years as a telecom-
industry computer programmer and project man-
ager; worked as a Production Editor for CeciBooks; 
author of three children’s books under the name 
Amanda Lorenzo, including Runt Farm, a Moonbeam 
gold-medal winner; certified hypnotherapist
 
C1-S2; CW-S5a

Helen Folsom, MA, CHT

Theoretical quantum physicist and “Science Within 
Consciousness” pioneer; author of The Self-Aware 
Universe as well as Quantum Creativity: Think Quantum, 
Be Creative; subject of the award-winning documen-
tary, The Quantum Activist
www.amitgoswami.org
C1-S4; CW-S3a

Amit Goswami, PhD

Practices Noetic Bodywork, a combination of the 
Medicine Wheel tradition of Turtle Island and the 5 
Element Cycle of oriental medicine; Dawn and her 
family are guardians of Heartroot Farm, a retreat 
centre in the Appalachians of Quebec
www.heartroot.com • 
www.dawnbramadat.wordpress.com
C2-S3c

Dawn Bramadat Raquel Cachafeiro Gil, PhD

Fujiaolian Shadia Habib

Internationally-known medium (Modern Spiritualist 
tradition) & spiritual healer; specializes in the art of 
providing evidence of life after death; now a quali-
fied “médium-visagiste”
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-5KURPt_nM
CW-S3c; CW-S3 (Postlude); CW-S12b

Rev. Irène Gareau

Gifted Spanish-Canadian medium, clairvoyant, Tarot 
reader, and teacher; studied in Mexico, the UK, as 
well as Montreal (at the SSF-IIIHS); dedicated to 
helping others embrace their divine gifts of commu-
nication with the spirit world
paulaguia.zyro.com
CW-S6 (Postlude); CW-S8d; CW-S13 (Prelude); 
C2-S1 (Postlude)

Paula Guia

Ordained spiritual minister and intuitive develop-
ment teacher; longtime SSF member; intuitive from 
childhood, and now a working psychic/medium with 
an international following

CW-S10c

Rev. Tom Doiron



Naqshbandi-Sufi leader and scholar; strives to 
lessen the gap between the “authentic self” and our 
actual thoughts/actions, and to harmonize outer life 
with inner highest aspirations

CW-S8a

Scholar in comparative religion; of Buddhist, 
Confucist, and Catholic Christian origins; his grand-
father was a Korean Buddhist priest and folk doctor
www.ayurvedafortotalhealth.com
C2-S6c
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Psychiatrist (India); researcher in healing, yoga psy-
chology, and transformation of emotions; trained in 
classical Indian dance (Bharatiya 
Vidya/Bharatanatyam)

CW-S6a

Esteemed Spanish medium, clairvoyant, and tarot 
reader; trained at SSF-IIIHS, and British Spiritualists 
National Union; founder of IZARPE; coordinator of 
ADOSTU, a non-profit organization that helps bring 
peace to parents who have lost a child
www.mikellizarralde.es • www.izarpe.org
CW-S7 (Prelude); CW-S12 (Postlude); CW-S13c; 
C2-S1 (Postlude)

Creative arts psychotherapist and student of Native 
American spirituality, with a background in art, phi-
losophy, and psychology; creative arts and educa-
tion director for the Coyote Institute; co-author of 
the newly released Remapping Your Mind: The Neurosci-
ence of Self-Transformation through Story

C2-S2b; C2-S6b

Biophysicist; author of Cell-Level Healing: The Bridge 
from Soul to Cell; engaged in research on the con-
sciousness/body interface, and a practical means of 
connecting the two for health and vitality
www.celllevelhealing.com
C1-S2; CW-S3c; CW-S5a

Joyce Whiteley Hawkes, PhD

Uma Krishnamurthy, MD

Rev. Mikel Lizarralde

Barbara Mainguy, MFA, MA

Certified Building Biology Practitioner, BioGeometry 
instructor; degrees in both Psychology and Graphic 
Design; awarded a certificate of merit from the 
Swiss government for her participation in the 
Electrosmog balancing solution in Hemberg and 
Hirschberg; general manager, BioGeometry Canada
www.biogeometry.com
C1-S5

Doreya Karim

Francis Han, PhD Shaykh Abdul Haqq

Author of Your Eternal Self; co-author of Induced After-
Death Communication: A New Therapy for Healing Grief 
and Trauma and Guided Afterlife Connections: They Come 
to Change Lives; editor of Afterlife Communication: 16 
Proven Methods, 85 True Accounts and New Developments 
in Afterlife Communication
www.youreternalself.com
C1-S4; CW-S2b

R. Craig Hogan, PhD

Co-founder, president, and senior minister of the 
PEI Interfaith Ministry; spiritual counsellor, spiritual 
medium, spiritual healer, and spiritual director; Reiki 
Master; registered naturotherapist
www.revbarryking.ca
C2-S1 (Postlude); C2-S5a

Rev. Barry King, PhD

Holistic, eclectic, and pragmatic psychotherapist 
trained in spiritual healing, body/mind modalities, 
Adlerian Therapy, and Energy Psychology, amongst 
others; recently completed training with Rochelle 
Wright, the creator of Guided Afterlife Connections
griefhealingmontreal.com
CW-S7c

Frances Kucharsky, MA

Retired professor, broker, and government bond 
trader, now focussing his talents on energy work 
and the body-mind-spirit connection that brings 
together the physical and spiritual worlds in a 
whole, seamless process; co-author of Magical En-
counters

C2-S5b

Constant A. Madon, PhD

Sociologist committed to issues of personal, social, 
and global change, spirituality, peace, and ecologi-
cal sustainability; founder of the International 
EcoPeace Village in her native Cyprus; professor at 
the U. of Maine, in Orono, ME; founder of ESTIA, 
The International EcoPeace Community 
www.4energies.org
CW-S11a

Emily Markides, PhD
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Shaman, healer, and artist; focusses on sacred ob-
jects and the sciences that make them work; de-
signs and invents tools to help people navigate the 
complex world in which we live
thenewglobalshaman.com
C2-S3d; C2-S5c

TV & film investigative reporter and “UFO contactee 
researcher”; once an advisor to a Star Trek produc-
tion; dubbed “America’s Prophet” for his accurate 
predictions of world events; author of Sands of Time
www.strangeuniverseradio.com
C2-S1c; C2-S3b

Spanish psychologist and psychotherapist; 
®practitioner/instructor of ThetaHealing  Basic DNA, 

Advanced DNA, and Manifesting and Abundance 
seminars; Homeospagyria specialist (Heliosar 
Spagyrica) and expert in vocational guidance; Reiki 
Master
 
C2-S2c

Co-founder of Sacred Acoustics™, specializing in 
revolutionary brain entrainment audio meditations; 
researches many forms of acoustic enhancement 
for attaining altered states of awareness
www.sacredacoustics.com
CW-S7a

Family physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, and 
student of Native American spirituality; author of 
Coyote Medicine; Coyote Healing; Coyote Wisdom, and 
Narrative Medicine: The Use of History and Story in the 
Healing Process; co-author of Remapping Your Mind: The 
Neuroscience of Self-Transformation through Story
www.mehl-madrona.com
C2-S2b; C2-S6b

Sociology professor, U. of Maine, in Orono, ME; 
prolific and popular author of nine books, many of 
which explore Christian mystics, spiritual guides, 
and elders of Eastern Christianity; his latest book is 
Inner River: A Pilgrimage to the Heart of Christian Spiritu-
ality
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kyriacos_C._Markides
CW-S12a

Physicist; president of the International Light Asso-
ciation, a collective of professionals involved in the 
therapeutic applications of light; his Spatial Sound 
Processors have been used by organizations as di-
verse as NASA and IMAX; he holds patents in the 
field of Light Modulation and in LED-based design
www.international-light-association.org
C1-S3; CW-13b

Speakers Directory

Adhi Moonien Two-Owls, PhD

Sean David Morton, PhD

Aurora Murillo Gonzalez

Karen Newell

Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD, PhD

Celebrated psychiatrist; scholar in classical antiqui-
ties; author of Life After Life, and many others in the 
field of Near-Death-Experiences; distinguished Se-
nior Fellow of the IIIHS
www.lifeafterlife.com
C1-S3; CW-S3c; CW-S5c

Co-founder and president of Thought Technology 
Ltd; conceptualized and designed all Thought Tech-
nology products; his doctorate and post-doctoral 
research involved using biofeedback to control pain 
in general, and then specifically for Angina Pectoris
www.thoughttechnology.com
CW-S9c

Multi-dimensional conscious trance medium and 
spiritual teacher; oracle for the Records of Creation; 
author of A New Formula for Creation; Crop Circles Re-
vealed; and others; travels globally to open the heart 
bridge and activate the living hologram of the New 
Earth
www.recordsofcreation.com
CW-S10d; C2-S4c

South African politician, lawyer, and lecturer; spe-
cialist in African governance (local and traditional), 
philosophy, culture, religion, and human rights; at-
torney of the Supreme Court of South Africa; 
founder of the Kara Heritage Institute
www.whoswhosa.co.za/mathole-motshekga-3291
CW-S2a; CW-S4b

Native Earthkeeper, Earth wisdom teacher, visionary, 
sacred ecologist, songwriter, harmonist, recording 
artist, and catalyst for wholeness; author of Buffalo 
Woman Comes Singing, among others
www.medicineeagle.com
C2-S1 (Prelude); C2-S1a; C2-S3a

Brooke Medicine Eagle

Raymond Moody, MD, PhD

Judith K. Moore, PhD

Hal Myers, PhD

Mathole Motshekga, LLD

Anadi MartelKyriacos Markides, PhD
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Spanish mystic, teacher, and spiritual healer; pro-
fessional astrologer; specializes in angelic commu-
nication and consciousness studies
www.laluciernagamayte.com
CW-S10b

Mayte Padrón

“Father of Holistic Medicine”; founder and CEO of 
the National Institute of Holistic Medicine; Professor 
Emeritus of Energy Medicine, Holos University Grad-
uate Seminary; Tiwehkt, Native American Church of 
Nemenhah
normshealy.com
CW-S9a

Norman Shealy, MD, PhD

Cardiologist; Ass’t Clinical Prof. of Medicine (U. of 
Connecticut); bioenergetic psychotherapist; nutri-
tion/anti-aging specialist; integrates psychological-
nutraceutical-electroceutical therapies; author (with 
Jonny Bowden) of The Great Cholesterol Myth
www.drsinatra.com • www.heartmdinstitute.com
CW-S3b; CW-S4a

Stephen T. Sinatra, MD

Naturopath; certified psychotherapist; colour and 
sound therapist; herbal therapist; massage thera-
pist; hypnotherapist; reflexologist; creative thera-
pist; intuitive radionician
www.energetiqueintuitive.com
C2-S4b

Mary Swaine, PhD, ND, PMIAC

Brazilian-born acupuncturist; doctor of Oriental 
Medicine; researches co-related natural healing ther-
apies; author of Anger Goes Up, Fear Goes Down: Emo-
tions and the Hidden Link
www.cairorocha.com
C1-S3; CW-S7b

Cairo P. Rocha, PhD, OMD

Bahamian chiropractor and certified Yoga instructor; 
integrates the ancient wisdom of healing with the 
modern science of chiropractic; his mission is to 
bring more simplicity and less distortion into peo-
ple’s lives so they are better able to tune into their 
own divinity
www.bahamasfamilychiropractic.com
CW-S13d

Michael Pyfrom, DC, RYT

Using insight gained from a near-death experience 
in 2010, now focusses on spiritual wellness; encour-
ages non-pharmaceutical, non-invasive therapies, 
and advocates for a consciousness-based approach 
to healing; core message is “Forgive, Love and 
Heal”
www.drrajivparti.us
C1-S6; CW-S3c; CW-S4c

Certified gemologist with extensive knowledge in 
mineralogy; Quantum Medicine specialist and Quan-
tum Touch certified instructor; now makes her own 
line of Aïsh 100% natural beauty and healing prod-
ucts; expert on body detox techniques using natural 
minerals; author of Crystals Healing
www.lillyrahmann.com • www.lillycrystalhealing.com
C1-S2; CW-S1 (LL); CW-S2c; CW-S4 (LL); 
CW-S10 (LL); CW-S11c; CW-S13 (LL)

SSF founder/president; IIIHS co-founder and execu-
tive vice president; retired professor of special care 
counselling; award-winning children’s behaviour 
therapist; yoga therapist trained by Swami Vishnu 
Devananda; world-renowned intuitive; interfaith 
minister; IIIHS Conference organizer
www.iiihs.org
C1-S4 (Option); CW-S3c; CW-S9 (Postlude); C2-S1 (Postlude)

Marilyn Rossner, EdD, PhD

Independent researcher of ancient systems of 
knowledge, alternative history, and earth mysteries; 
best-selling author of The Lost Art of Resurrection; The 
Divine Blueprint; First Templar Nation; and Secrets in the 
Fields: The Science and Mysticism of Crop Circles
www.invisibletemple.com
C1-S2

Freddy Silva

Psychotherapist; professor at Energy Medicine Uni-
versity; developer of Soul Detective® Protocols to 
help energy therapists resolve the spiritual aspects 
of their clients’ emotional problems; author of Invis-
ible Roots: How Healing Past Life Trauma Can Liberate 
Your Present and Transforming Fear into Gold
www.souldetective.net
CW-S9b; CW-S10a

Barbara Stone, PhD

Lilly Rahmann, PhD

Co-author of four New York Times best-sellers: Evi-
dence of the Afterlife; Closer to the Light; Transformed by 
the Light; and Saved by the Light; documentary film-
maker whose films include Jesus: The Lost Years; Jesus 
in Egypt; Afterlife; Dali’s Greatest Secret, and more; Paul 
was recently Knighted in Portugal for his work
www.paulperryproductions.com
C1-S6; CW-S3c; CW-S6c

Paul Perry

Rajiv Parti, MD

C1 = Conference 1  •  CW = College Week  •  C2 = Conference 2  •  Sx = Session x             LL = Lunch & Learn22
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Dynamic Californian healer, speaker, writer, and 
teacher; author of Your Sacred Anatomy; creator of 
CoreIndividuation™, a new paradigm for 
transformational change based on the subtle ener-
gies of the Human Structure
www.yoursacredanatomy.com
C1-S1; CW-S1c

Speakers Directory

Shams
Al Habib

Soul Healer; Ceremonial Bundle Keeper; 
EarthKeeper; supports remembrance of one’s Di-
vine purpose and sacred gifts carried within; East-
ern Woodlands Metis of the Wabanaki People — 
“The People of the Dawn,” from Nova Scotia, Can-
ada
www.grandmothersmedicinelodge.com
C2-S6d

Selina WhiteEagle Grant

Musicians Directory

NYC psychotherapist; peace and human rights ac-
tivist; president of International Young Leaders Vi-
sion Summits, Yogis Beyond Borders, and Interna-
tional Peace Ambassadors; former chair of the Exec-
utive Committee of Non Government Organizations 
Affiliated with the United Nations DPI, and the UN 
NGO University for Peace Committee
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elaine_Valdov
CW-S1d

Certified Traditional Martial & Internal Arts Master; 
certified Chinese Naturopath; certified in Tui Na 
Chinese Medical Massage; spiritual music com-
poser, singer, and songwriter
www.montrealtaichi.com
C1-S5; CW-S13a

Desda Zuckerman
Chief of the Green Mountain Ani Yun Wiwa (Chero-
kee); founder/spiritual director of Sunray Meditation 
Society and Sunray Peace Village in Lincoln, VT; 
founder of the Vajra Dakini Nunnery, a contempla-
tive residential community; trains peacemakers and 
designs effective methods of reconciliation
www.sunray.org
C1-S5; CW-S1b

Venerable Dhyani Ywahoo

Speaker/trainer on Applied Dreaming, practical psy-
chology, conflict resolution, biofeedback, and opti-
mal mind-body wellness; Exec. Dir., DREAMS Foun-
dation; designed lucid-dreaming induction device 
and techniques at Stanford University’s renowned 
dream research facility in Stanford, CA
www.craigwebb.ca • www.edutainer.ca
C1-S1 (Postlude); CW-S8c; CW-S11b; CW-S12 (Prelude)

Craig Sim Webb

Elaine Valdov, PhD Sifu Julien Valiquette

Brooke
Medicine

Eagle

Nathalie
Gauthier

Jacques
Gravel

Sr. Leona
Hartman

Francine
Jarry

Craig
Sim

Webb

Singer, 
songwriter, 
producer, and 
arranger

C1-S1 (Prelude)
C1-S4 (Prelude)
CW-S6 (Prelude)

Organist, 
pianist, and 
composer; 
woman priest 
with the CCC in 
Quebec

C1-S6 (Prelude)
C1-S7 (Prelude)
CW-S5 (Prelude)
C2-S6 (Prelude)
C2-S7 (Prelude)

Bass trombonist; 
member of Balai 
Mécanique and 
Rachet Orchestra

CW-S2 (Prelude)
CW-S3 (Prelude)
CW-S11 (Prelude)
C2-S3 (Prelude)

Egyptian 
Vocalist and 
Al-Oud player 
who performs 
classical 
Middle-Eastern 
spiritual music

C1-S3 (Prelude)
CW-S8 (Prelude)
CW-S9 (Prelude)
CW-S14 (Prelude)

Artist, Mystic, 
Shaman, singer, 
songwriter, 
performer 
whose 
professional 
career spans 30 
years

C2-S4 (Prelude)
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Singer, 
songwriter, and 
visionary

C2-S1 (Prelude)
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Multimedia 
entertainer, 
singer, 
songwriter, 
musician

C1-S1 (Postlude)
CW-S12 (Prelude)
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Registration Form

thThe 40  Annual SSF-IIIHS International Conference • 2015

Please mail or fax your completed registration form, along with your remittance, 
to the following address. Payment may be made by cheque, money order, or 
credit card. Registration by credit card may also be submitted by fax or by 
phone.

Name: _______________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

Postal Code:   ____________________  Tel.:  ______________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________

Status: r Current Member SSF-IIIHS (2014 – 2015) r Other

Paid by: r Check (payable to “IIIHS”) r Credit Card

To the IIIHS (Montreal),

I hereby authorize the amount, indicated on this registration form, to be charged 
to my account: r VISA      r MasterCard      r American Express

Account number: ______________________________________________________

Expiry date: ___________________________________________________________

Signature: _____________________________________________________________

75% Refund up to 4 months prior to event
50% Refund up to 2 months prior to event

SSF-IIIHS International Conference, 2015
PO Box 1387, Station H • Montreal, QC  H3G 2N3 • Canada

Tel.: (514) 937-8359 (Office hours: Mon. to Fri., 9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.)
Fax: (514) 937-5380 • Email: info@iiihs.org • Website: www.iiihs.org

25% Refund up to 1 month prior to event
0% Refund within 1 month of event

Credit Card Authorization Form

Conference/College Refund Policy

P l e a s e P r i n t

Tourist Info Centre • 1001 Dorchester Square • Montreal, QC  H3B 4V4 • Canada
Toll free: 1-800-363-7777 • In Montreal: (514) 873-2015 • www.bonjourquebec.com

Spirit-Body Heart-Mind Connections

Hotel Accommodations

Hotel 7 Saisons
1659 St-Hubert Street, Montreal, QC  H2L 3Z1
RATES: Single, $75 per night; Double (for up to 4 people), $100 
per night; plus taxes. (Mention the IIIHS Conference Special.)
Tel.: (514) 525-5208 or 1-866-343-5208 • Fax: (514) 525-0924
Web: www.hotel7saisons.com

Presbyterian College
3495 University Street, Montreal, QC  H3A 2A8
RATES: Single (shared bath), $50 first night, $35 each additional 
night, or $245 per week; Group Special (10 people or more), 15% 
discount; Parking, $10 per night; plus taxes.
Tel.: (514) 288-5256, ext. 200 • Email: info@presbyteriancollege.ca

Espresso Hotel
1005 Guy Street (corner René-Lévesque) • Montreal, QC  H3H 2K4
RATES (single/double): $120 per night; plus taxes.
Tel.: (514) 938-4611 or 1-877-468-3550
Fax: (514) 938-8718 • Web: www.hotelespresso.ca

Concordia University Grey Nuns Residence
1185 rue St-Mathieu, GN J-107 • Montreal, QC  H3G 1M8
RATES & AVAILABILITY: Please confirm with the residence.
Tel.: (514) 848-2424, ext. 8000
Web: vpservices.concordia.ca/summerhousing/greynunsresidence

Hyatt Regency Montreal
1255 Jeanne-Mance • Montreal, QC  H5B 1E5
Our luxurious conference hotel includes a fitness centre, spa,
restaurants, shopping, etc.
RATES : Single/Double, $179; per night (incl. breakfast and wifi)
Regency Club, $239; ; plus taxes.Triple, $224; Quadruple, $269
Tel.: (514) 982-1234 • Fax: (514) 285-1243
Web: www.montreal.hyatt.com
Reservations can be made at this web address: 
https://resweb.passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome_ei_new&eventID=12558422

YWCA Hotel (Women Only)
1355 René-Lévesque Boulevard West • Montreal, QC  H3G 1T3
RATES: Single (shared bath), $65 per night; Double (shared bath), 
$75 per night; Triple (shared bath), $90 per night; Quadruple 
(shared bath), $105 per night; Single (private bath), $75 per night; 
Double (private bath), $85 per night; Triple (private bath), $100 per 
night; Quadruple (private bath), $115 per night; plus taxes.
Tel.: (514) 866-9941 • Fax: (514) 861-1630
Web: www.ydesfemmesmtl.org

L’Appartement Hotel (includes fully-equipped kitchen)
455 Sherbrooke Street West • Montreal, QC  H3A 1B7
RATES (single/double): Please contact the hotel for pricing.
Tel.: (514) 284-3634 or 1-800-363-3010 • Fax: (514) 287-1431
Web: www.appartementhotel.com

NOTE: All rates quoted in Canadian funds, and subject to change without notice. 
Please arrange accommodations directly with the hotel or dorm.

NOTE:

International Conference 1 (August 14 – August 16)

 Payment received by May 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $195 _______
 Payment received by June 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $210 _______

 Payment received by July 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $220 _______

 Payment at the door . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $235 _______

 Individual Conference 1 Sessions
 Per session: $40. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____ session(s) × $40 _______

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Please circle the sessions you plan to attend:              

 Full Day Saturday (August 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100 _______
 Full Day Sunday (August 3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100 _______

International College Week (August 17 – August 21) (audit prices)

 Payment received by May 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $220 _______

 Payment received by June 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $240 _______
 Payment received by July 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $250 _______
 Payment at the door . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $260 _______

 Individual College Week Sessions
 Per morning or afternoon session: $40 . . ____ session(s) × $40 _______
  Please circle the sessions you plan to attend:

1 2 4 5 7 8 bl bm bo bp                            3 6 9 bn bq
 Per evening session: $35 . . . . . . . . . . . ____ session(s) × $35 _______
  Please circle the sessions you plan to attend:

1 2 4 5 7 8 bl bm bo bp                            3 6 9 bn bq
 Full Day (3 sessions): $100 . . . . . . ____ Full Day(s) × $100 _______
  Please circle the Full Day(s) you plan to attend:

Mon.   Tues.   Wed.   Thurs.   Fri.

International Conference 2 (August 21 – August 23)

 Payment received by May 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $195 _______

 Payment received by June 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $210 _______
 Payment received by July 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $220 _______

 Payment at the door . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $235 _______

 Individual Conference 2 Sessions
 Per session: $40. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____ session(s) × $40 _______

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Please circle the sessions you plan to attend:              

 Full Day Saturday (August 22) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100 _______

 Full Day Sunday (August 23) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100 _______

Special Package Rates
 Conference 1 + College Week + Conference 2 (Aug. 14 – 23)

 Payment received by May 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $425 _______

 Payment received by June 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450 _______

 Payment received by July 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $475 _______
 Payment at the door . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $495 _______

 Dr. Joyce W. Hawkes special (C1-S2, CW-S3c; CW-S5a) . . . . . . $100 _______

 Dr. Raymond Moody special (C1-S3, CW-S3c; CW-S5c) . . . . . . . $100 _______

 Dr. Rajiv Parti special (C1-S6; CW-S3a; CW-S4d) . . . . . . . . . . . $100 _______

 Paul Perry special (C1-S6; CW-S3c; CW-S4c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100 _______

 Dr. Lilly Rahmann special (C1-S2; CW-S2c; CW-S11c) . . . . . . . . $100 _______

Additional Charges
th VIP Speakers Luncheon, celebrating the 40  Annual 

SSF-IIIHS International Conference (Sat., Aug. 15) . . $40 _______

 Luncheon honouring Fr. John Rossner, at Notre-Dame
des Neiges Cemetery (Sun., Aug. 16; 4601 Ch. de
la Côte-des-Neiges, Mtl, QC, H3V 1E7, Lot #03148) . $20 _______

 World Predictions w/ Dr. Marilyn Rossner (Sat., Aug. 15) . $20 _______

 Non SSF/IIIHS members (2014 – 2015) please add. . . . . $20 _______
1  (Tax receipts will be issued.). . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _______DONATIONS

 Total Enclosed: _______  _______

1 Donations of any amount are appreciated to help offset the costs of hosting our international guests!


